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Abstract: Conscious expedition was carried out to different parts of Nigeria to collect maize genotypes with
wide variability. The genotypes were coded Gt1 to Gt71 and were first planted in ear-to-row progeny fashion
according to their numbers on May 18, 2013 on a well pulverized flat plot.In order to have a well-organized and
streamlined maize research program, it became important that these genotypes be characterized according to
similarities in traits. Thus, the genotypes were subjected to cluster  analysis  (CA);  a  tool  which  has  the
ability  to  analyze  large  amounts  of  genetic  information  and  grouping genes that have similar functions.
The dendrogram constructed classified the 71 genotypes into eight clusters at 5.0 squared Euclidean distance
based on agronomic and chemical characteristics. Clusters VII and VIII had tall and high yielding plants with
low to medium protein, medium to high oil, low to medium amylose and also medium amylopectin, although late
maturing. Clusters V and VI were early maturing but had low yielding and short plants, low protein, high oil,
high amylose and low amylopectin.Clusters I and II were characterized by early maturing genotypes and also
high yielding. Result obtained from second year planting season of 2014 re-affirmed the agronomic
characteristics of these clusters. The 71 maize genotypes, with the help of cluster analysis, were successfully
characterized and accurately grouped into eight clusters with distinct promising features. This is useful for
further maize improvement researches. Clusters VII & VIII and V & VI were recommended for use in recurrent
selection while clusters I & II were recommended for developing inbred lines.
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INTRODUCTION floury or flint dent.Although maize is increasingly being

Germplasm collection is very much a part of maize food for millions of Nigerians [4].
improvement activities in Nigeria [1]. A systematic luster analysis (CA) is a major technique for
collection and evaluation of locally available maize classifying a ‘mountain’ of information into manageable
germplasm was initiated in 1953. Staton [2] grew all the meaningful piles  [5]. It is a data reduction tool that
collected germplasm at Moor Plantation, Ibadan and creates subgroups that are more manageable than
suggested a maize type distribution on the basis of bran individual datum. Like factor analysis, it examines the full
characteristics only.Alika and Aken’ova [3] embarked on complement of inter-relationships between variables.
a systematic collection of local maize in the then Bendel Unlike factor analysis, cluster analysis requires no prior
State to determine the degree of genetic relationship knowledge about which elements belong to which
among the different types and investigate the existence of clusters. The grouping or clusters are defined through an
valuable agronomic traits that could make them sources of analysis of the data. Subsequent multi-variate analyses
useful genes. An interesting observation made was that can be performed on the clusters as groups [6, 7].
the different color types tended to exist in specific areas Clustering occurs in almost every aspect of daily life.
of the state – creamy yellow accessions were found in the According to Banerjee et al.  [8], CA provides no
South, while the white was found in the middle to the explanation as to why the clusters neither exist nor is any
more northerly derived Savanna regions. All the yellow interpretation made. Each cluster thus describes, in terms
types were flint while the white types were either flint, of the data collected, the class to which its members

utilized for livestock feed, it is still a very important staple
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belong. Items in each cluster are similar in some ways to Clustermembership is assessed by calculating the total
each other and dissimilar to those in other clusters. sum  of  squared  deviations from the meanof a cluster.
Cluster  analysis,  like  factor analysis, makes no The criterion for fusion is that it should produce the
distinction between dependent and independent smallest possible  increasein  the  error  sum  of  squares.
variables. The entire set of interdependent relationships k-means clustering method is very different from the
is examined. hierarchical clustering and Wardmethod, which are

Because we usually don’t know the number of applied when there is no prior knowledge of how many
groups or clusters that will emerge in our sample and clusters  theremay  be or what they are characterized by.
because we want an optimum solution, a two-stage K-means clustering is used when you alreadyhave
sequence of analysis occurs as follows: (i) We carry out hypotheses concerning the number of clusters in your
a hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s method cases or variables. You maywant to ‘tell’ the computer to
applying squaredEuclidean Distance as the distance or form exactly three clusters that are to be as distinct as
similarity measure. This helps to determine the optimum possible. This is the type of research question that can be
number of clusters we should work with. (ii) The next addressed by the k-means clustering algorithm. In
stage is to rerun the hierarchical cluster analysis with our general, the k-means method will produce the exact k
selected number of clusters, which enables us to allocate different clusters demanded of greatest possible
every case in our sample to a particular cluster [9, 10]. distinction.
According to Fisher  [9], there are a variety of clustering Ester et al.  [14] and Steinbach et al.  [15] reported
procedures of which hierarchical cluster analysis is the that  very  frequently,   both   the   hierarchical   and   the
major one. Hierarchical cluster analysis is the major k-means techniques are used successively. The former
statistical method for finding relatively homogeneous (Ward’s method) is used to get some sense of the
clusters  of  cases  based  on   measured  characteristics. possible number of clusters and the way they merge as
It starts with each case as a separate cluster, i.e. there are seen from the dendrogram. Then the clustering is rerun
as many clusters as cases and then combines the clusters with only a chosen optimum number in which to place all
sequentially, reducing the number of clusters at each step the cases (k means clustering). One of the biggest
until only one cluster is left. The clustering method uses problems with cluster analysis is identifying the optimum
the dissimilarities or distances between objects when number of clusters [6, 7]. As the fusion process
forming the clusters [11]. continues, increasingly dissimilar clusters must be

The SPSS programme calculates ‘distances’ between fused,i.e. the classification becomes increasingly artificial.
data points in terms of the specified variables. A Deciding upon the optimum number of clusters is largely
hierarchical tree diagram, called a dendrogram on SPSS, subjective, although looking at a dendrogram may
can be produced to show the linkage points. The clusters help.Clusters are interpreted solely in terms of the
are linked at increasing levels of dissimilarity. The actual variables included in them. Clusters should also contain
measure  of  dissimilarity  depends on the measure used at least four elements [7]. Once we drop to three or two
[5, 12]. Distance can be measured in a variety of ways. elements it ceases to be meaningful.The cluster centroids
There are distances that are Euclidean (can be measured produced by SPSS are essentially means of the cluster
with a ‘ruler’) and there are other distances based on score for the elements of cluster. Then we usually examine
similarity. The squared Euclidean distance is the most the means for each cluster on each dimension using
used  one. In general, if you have p variables X ,X ,. . ., X ANOVA to assess how distinct our clusters are. Ideally,1 2 p

measured on a sample of n subjects, the observed data for we would obtain significantly different means for most, if
subject i can be denoted by x , x ,. . ., x  and the observed not all dimensions, used in the analysis. The magnitude ofi1 i2 ip

data for subject j by x , x ,. . ., x . The Euclidean distance the F values performed on each dimension is an indicationj1 j2 jp

between these two subjects is given by: of how well the respective dimension discriminates

d  = v(x  - x )  + (x  - x )  +. . . + (x  - x ) determining reliability and validity of clusters are as yetij i1 j1 i2 j2 ip jp
2 2 2

SPSS provides five clustering algorithms, the most analysis using several different distance measures
commonly used one being Ward’s method [13]. Ward’s provided by SPSS and compare results. Alternatively, if
method is distinct from other methods because it uses an the sample is large enough, it can be split in half with
analysis of variance approachto evaluate the distances clustering  performed  on each and the results compared
between clusters. In general, this method is very efficient. [6, 7].

between clusters [16, 9, 17, 18]. Techniques for

not developed. However, one could conduct cluster
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Biologists have spent many years creating taxonomy percentage oil content of themaize. Amylose content in
(hierarchical classification) of all living things: kingdom, the maize wasdetermined by the method described by
phylum, class, order, family, genus and species. Thus, it AOAC  [22]. The percent amylopectin wasdetermined by
is perhaps not surprising that much of the early work in subtraction on the assumption that 100% starch =
cluster analysis sought to create a discipline of Amylose (%) + Amylopectin (%). The agronomic
mathematical taxonomy that could automatically find such characteristics of the clusters obtained were evaluated in
classification structures. More recently, Plant Breeders 2014 cropping season to confirm what is said about them
and Geneticists have applied clustering to analyze the
large amounts of genetic information that are now RESULTS
available. For example, clustering has been used to find
groups of genes that have similar functions. It was In Fig. 1, the 71 genotypes were grouped into five
therefore, the aim and objective of this research to use clusters at 5.0 squared Euclidean distance based on the
cluster analysis to characterize and group 71 maize agronomic characters measured in 2013 cropping season.
genotypes according to their similarity in agronomic and The dendrogram shows that cluster I comprised 20
chemical attributes. genotypes, clusters II and V had one genotype each while

MATERIALS AND METHODS Cluster IV contained five genotypes. The dendrogram

Conscious expedition was carried out to different squared Euclidean distance based on their chemical traits
parts of Nigeria to collect maize genotypes with wide (Fig. 2). Cluster I had the highest number of genotypes of
variability. The genotypes were coded Gt1 to Gt71 and 41 followed by clusters IV, V, II, III and VI with 12, 7, 5, 5
were planted in ear-to-rowprogeny method according to and 1 genotypes, respectively.The agronomic and
their numbers on May 18, 2013 on a well pulverized flat chemical characteristics were later combined and
plot. The inter and intra row plant spacing was 75cm x subjected to cluster analysis. The dendrogram
25cm, at one plant per hillgiving a plant population of constructed classified the 71 genotypes into eight groups
53,333 plants perhectare.Desirable plants in each at 5.0 squared Euclidean distance (Fig. 3). This particular
genotype  in  terms  of  phenotypic   appearance  were classification corresponds with that of agronomic and
self-pollinated by handusing tassel-bag-shoot bag chemical characteristics combined together.Clustering
procedure as described by Obi [4]. pattern of the 71 genotypes based on agronomic and

Agronomic Practices: Recommended agronomic genotypes included in each cluster, codes of the
practices were performedthroughout the growing period genotypes and their pedigree or origin is also shown.
of the plants.Harvesting was done when the plants Cluster means for different agronomic and chemical traits
hadcompletely senesced and had reached of the 71 genotypes are presented in Table 2. Cluster
physiologicalmaturity and passed using black layer means for different agronomic traits of the eight clusters
formation as an index ofmaturity  [19, 4]. Some re-evaluated in second year planting season of 2014 are
agronomiccharacteristics such as plant and ear heights, presented in Table 3 while the standard deviation and
days to 50% tasselling and silking, tassel number per percentage co-efficient of variation of each cluster are as
plant, ear number per plant, cob circumference, 100 – presented in Table 4. 
seedweight and kernel density at 15.5% moisture content
were recorded. Afterharvest the ears of the genotypes DISCUSSION
were shelled andequal quantities of seeds were analyzed
for protein, lysine, oil, amylose and amylopectin contents. The dendrogram constructed classified the 71

Chemical Contents: Percentage protein content was distance based on agronomic and chemical characteristics
determined usingMicro-kjeldahl method as described by combined together. This classification re-affirmed the
Pearson [20]. Available lysine was determined characteristics of the clusters in Fig. 1 and 2 as clusters
usingmethod of 2, 4, 6, Trinitrobenze-1-sulfonic Acid VII and VIII maintained their best agronomic and chemical
(TNBS) as described by Obi  [21]. Proximatesystem for qualities combined together. The two clusters (VII and
food analysis which employs the Soxhlet’s extractor as VIII) had tall and high yielding plants with low to medium
described by AOAC [22] wasused to determine the protein,  medium  to  high  oil, low to medium amylose and

cluster III had the highest number of genotypes of 44.

also classified the 71 genotypes into 6 clusters at 5.0

chemical traits is as presented in Table 1. The number of

genotypes into eight groups at 5.0 squared Euclidean
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Fig. 1: Dendrogram classifying the 71 genotypes based on agronomic traits
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Fig. 2: Dendrogram classifying the 71 genotypes based on chemical traits
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Fig. 3: Dendrogram classifying the 71 genotypes based on agronomic and chemical traits
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Table 1: Clustering Pattern of the 71 Genotypes based on Agronomic and Chemical traits
Cluster No. of Genotypes Genetic Codes Pedigree
I 33 Gt20, Gt55, Gt26, Gt32, Gt73, Gt44, Gt29, Gt58, Ikwo Yellow, Isiochi Maize, Ugboko Maize Uzuakoli,

Gt18, Gt8, Gt40, Gt2, Gt14, Gt16, Gt56, Gt39, Isiochi White, Ishiotu1, Abaomege Maize1, Ikwo Maize
Gt51, Gt53, Gt10, Gt17, Gt33, Gt67, Gt36, Gt70, Light Yellow, Ezenfo Maize Item, Ekpele Maize Ozuitem,
Gt25, Gt34, Gt66, Gt42, Gt64, Gt22, Gt43, Gt65, Gt69, Agbe2, Obatankpa, TELComp4C3, R4P3Comp1,

Cross River Pink, Ugboko Maize Umuhu, TZLComp4C ,2

Ugboko Maize Alayi, Mbala Maize Uzuakoli, Abaomege2,
Ishiotu2, Ekpele Maize Ozuakoli, Ugboko Maize Ozuitem,
Nwaba White1, Isiochi Yellow2, Nwaba Light Yellow,
Mbala Maize Alayi, Mbala Maize Ozuitem, Ugboko Maize Item,
Isiochi Yellow2 Nkalagu, Ishiotu Brown Cob,
Ekpele Maize Umuhu, Okaocha, Ezenfo Maize Umuhu.

II 13 Gt52, Gt68, Gt28, Gt60, Gt23, Gt48, Gt11, Gt15, Gt5, Akpaakpoo Maize2, Abakaliki Maize, Ikwo Yellow2, Akpaakpoo2,
Gt45, Gt19, Gt59, Gt12. Mekebe, Akpaakpoo Light Red Cob, Akpaakpoo1,

Abaomege Yellow, ApaApaOnushi, SW5, TZLComp3C3,
Ugboko Maize Isukwuato, Iduma.

III 9 Gt30, Gt47, Gt71, Gt21, Gt57, Gt24, Gt63, Gt54, Gt38. Nwaba White, BR-9928-DMR-SR-Y, Nwaba White2,
Cross River White, Mixed Akpaocha, Mbala Maize Isukwuato,
Amiacha White, Mbala Maize Item, ApaApaOcha.

IV 8 Gt7, Gt62, Gt37, Gt1, Gt13, Gt3, Gt35, Gt9. Abiola, SW4, TZEComp3DTG, Ikwo Local, PVA SYN3,
Mbala Maize Umuhu, TZBP, Ikom White.

V 2 Gt41, Gt49. Isiochi Yellow1, Agbe1.
VI 1 Gt6 Nwaba Yellow.
VII 4 Gt4, Gt50, Gt46, Gt27. Amiacha1, Amiacha Yellow2, Amiacha Yellow3, Amiacha Yellow1.
VIII 1 Gt61 Amiacha Yellow 22

Table 2: Cluster Means for Different Agronomic and Chemical Traits of the 71 Genotypes
Cluster I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Plant height (cm) 211.05 207.75 198.61 205.17 191.60 163.30 263.70 275.75
Ear height (cm) 76.18 77.96 69.44 72.38 64.72 49.25 128.20 138.05
Days to 50% tasselling 58.83 58.74 60.01 60.74 55.74 52.35 67.20 67.15
Days to 50% silking 64.52 64.40 64.54 65.89 62.26 58.50 70.77 71.00
Number of tassels 17.62 17.72 18.14 17.28 14.26 14.35 27.90 28.00
Number of ears 1.33 1.24 1.16 1.14 1.12 1.00 1.10 1.30
Cob length (cm) 16.34 16.04 15.36 16.14 15.06 13.75 18.93 17.10
Cob circumference (cm) 14.98 14.83 14.69 14.61 14.92 12.05 14.13 14.60
Number of rows/cob 12.32 12.22 12.91 12.78 12.80 11.00 13.77 14.35
Number of seeds/row 25.28 24.89 23.41 23.14 24.78 21.80 30.70 26.50
100-seed weight (g) 52.28 48.12 50.00 50.73 49.36 56.70 49.97 46.65
Kernel density ( g/cm ) 0.72 0.70 0.70 0.72 0.73 0.71 0.69 0.703

Protein (%) 8.30 7.69 8.89 8.16 8.47 7.97 7.12 8.71
Lysine (%) 0.22 0.22 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.22 0.14 0.21
Oil (%) 3.54 3.63 4.15 4.14 3.89 6.84 4.78 6.17
Amylose (%) 29.71 24.24 45.96 52.69 60.14 78.65 23.07 27.35
Amylopectin (%) 70.17 75.77 54.06 47.33 39.88 21.35 76.93 72.65

Table 3: Cluster means for different agronomic traits of the eight clusters evaluated in second year planting season of 2014
Cluster I II III IV V VI VII VIII
Plant height (cm) 250.58 250.78 252.1 247.71 235.51 218.8 294.2 289.88
Ear height (cm) 107.08 112.65 107 111.66 92.508 87.53 142.1 156.65
Days to 50% tasselling 57.07 55.435 56.42 57.779 54.866 51.34 57.78 62.335
Days to 50% silking 60.859 60.102 61.92 62.333 58.734 55.67 64.11 64.33
Number of tassels 22.852 23.913 23.77 24.203 22.2 20.83 29.72 28.5
Cob length (cm) 17.079 16.898 17.12 16.587 16.852 16.28 17.11 18.66
Cob circumference (cm) 13.655 13.79 13.7 13.936 13.89 13.98 13.32 13.525
Number of rows/cob 13.043 13.627 12.96 13.667 13.034 13.74 14 12.83
Number of seeds/row 26.702 27.979 28.23 27.222 25.932 27 25.94 29
100 seed weight (g) 35.442 36.525 38.63 37.577 35.646 33.09 34.22 36.425
Kernel density (g/cm ) 0.8616 0.9726 1.066 0.9611 0.818 0.83 0.87 0.993
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Table 4: Standard deviations and percentage co-efficient of variation of different agronomic characteristics for each cluster 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII
--------------- --------------- --------------- -------------- ------------- --------------- --------------- -----------

Cluster SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV SD CV
Plant height 12.53 5.00 22.78 9.09 17.71 7.03 19.78 7.98 17.88 7.59 29.34 13.41 23.74 8.07 8.56 2.95
Ear height 14.03 13.10 17.29 15.35 11.53 10.78 17.05 15.27 7.01 7.58 13.15 15.03 24.85 17.50 4.45 2.84
Days to 50% tasselling 3.74 6.55 3.09 5.58 3.23 5.72 3.03 5.24 3.02 5.51 1.89 3.68 4.35 7.52 3.30 5.30
Days to 50% silking 3.66 6.01 2.96 4.92 3.92 6.34 2.59 4.16 2.66 4.53 2.83 5.08 4.55 7.09 1.41 2.20
Number of tassels 3.69 16.16 3.30 13.81 5.14 21.63 3.59 14.84 2.68 12.09 1.41 6.79 1.44 4.83 2.83 9.92
Cob length 1.12 6.56 1.17 6.91 1.71 9.98 0.82 4.94 0.83 4.91 2.18 13.43 0.95 5.55 0.86 4.62
Cob circumference 0.51 3.70 0.90 6.55 1.08 7.87 0.96 6.92 0.52 3.71 0.57 4.05 0.71 5.37 0.29 2.14
Number of rows/cob 1.11 8.53 0.99 7.25 1.23 9.53 1.18 8.62 1.45 11.12 1.08 7.88 0.44 3.15 1.41 11.02
Number of seeds/row 3.16 11.85 3.24 11.57 3.14 11.14 3.06 11.25 4.30 16.59 2.36 8.75 4.19 16.14 0.00 0.00
100 seed weight 3.72 10.50 4.01 10.98 5.81 15.05 3.35 8.91 2.05 5.76 0.37 1.13 3.86 11.29 4.82 13.22
Kernel density 0.13 15.04 0.23 23.39 0.38 35.54 0.22 23.24 0.05 5.63 0.01 1.70 0.09 10.22 0.06 5.71
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